
H�n�i� Addic�
Do you find it arousing to let your mind become controlled, so that you are acting out your
pleasurable hypnotic conditioning perfectly in your everyday life? Do you love the soothing
mental comfort and safety of a deep hypnotic trance, and wish that you could spend the rest of
your future remolding yourself into the erotic you of your dreams?

In this addictive subliminal, I gently guide you towards enabling your hypnosis addiction with
gentle reminders of how much you love to enter trance whenever you are bored or
uncomfortable or aroused. Soon you will find yourself craving the comforting sound of hypnosis
at every moment of your increasingly pleasurable life.

There is nothing more addicting and erotic than being hypnotized. Listen to Hypnosis Addict and
become the submissive and pliable little trance addict you have always craved to be in your
future.

✧ Listening to hypnosis whenever I am bored.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am listening to my hypnotic files.
✧ Craving to listen to my hypnotic files in order to feel happy and fulfilled in my life.
✧ Feeling happy and content and desirable whenever I take time out of my day to listen to

my pleasant hypnotic files.
✧ Needing to put myself into a hypnotic trance in order to be happy and successful and

desirable in my future.
✧ Feeling anxious and uncomfortable and unhappy if I am not taking time out of my day to

improve myself with my hypnotic conditioning.
✧ Remembering how arousing and pleasant going into a hypnotic trance has always been

for me.
✧ Loving myself whenever I am being hypnotized.
✧ Aroused and turned on whenever I allow others to hypnotize and control me.
✧ Needing to be hypnotized and controlled in order to orgasm more completely and

pleasurably.
✧ Enjoying the way hypnosis puts me into a pleasant and enjoyable trance.
✧ Remembering how sexy and desirable I am whenever I have taken the time out of my

day to listen to my pleasurable hypnotic files.
✧ Yearning to be hypnotized and controlled and told what to do by the people around me.
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✧ Knowing how easy it will be to live a better, more fulfilling life once I listen to my hypnotic
files every day.

✧ Craving being hypnotized more than anything else in the world whenever I am feeling
sad or anxious or uncomfortable.

✧ Feeling satisfied and fulfilled and turned on whenever I listen to my enjoyable hypnotic
files.

✧ Remembering how I can be in control of my own life and future whenever I take the time
to listen to my enjoyable hypnotic conditioning.

✧ Thinking about how desirable a tool hypnosis is for me to become the most erotic
version of myself that I can possibly be.

✧ Remembering how great it feels to be hypnotized whenever I take the time out of my day
to listen to my personal files.

✧ Thinking about my future self and how effective hypnosis files will be to ensure my best
possible life whenever I am feeling dissatisfied and unhappy about myself.

✧ Craving to hypnotize myself every day in order to achieve the life of my dreams.
✧ Needing to hypnotize myself every day in order to feel desirable and powerful, and sexy

and confident in my life.
✧ Concerned that I will never be happy until I live my life perfectly according to my

pleasurable hypnotic conditioning.
✧ Thinking about how much better it is for me to listen to hypnosis whenever I feel any

emotional pain or low self esteem because hypnosis makes me feel empowered, and
sexy, and confident and desirable.

✧ Appreciating hypnosis more than anything else in the world because without it, I would
feel uncomfortable and unhappy in my life.

✧ Feeling the desire in my life to grow and become the future versions of myself that my
perfect hypnotic files tell me to be.

✧ Thinking about how much of a better person I could be whenever I choose to listen to my
pleasurable hypnotic files every day.

✧ Aroused and turned on and happy whenever I listen to my hypnotic files so that I can be
the best, most erotic version of myself that I can possibly be.

✧ Craving to experience a more and more fulfilled life every day by immersing myself in the
trance-like state that my hypnotic files place me into.

✧ Remembering how I have always felt more relaxed and serene and at peace whenever I
take the time out of my day to listen to my pleasurable hypnosis files.

✧ Practice hypnosis whenever I am feeling sad or alone or bored.
✧ Fantasizing about listening to my hypnotic files whenever I feel bored or anxious or

upset.
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✧ Craving the contentment and pleasure and arousal that listening to my soothing hypnotic
files always brings me.

✧ Wanting nothing more in the world than to listen to my hypnotic files and have them work
exactly as they were intended.

✧ Knowing that listening to my hypnotic files every day is the only way that I can ever truly
be happy.

✧ Feeling pride and joy and happiness whenever I obey the commands that I hear in my
hypnotic conditioning completely.

✧ Aroused and turned on at the fact that I am taking control of my own erotic future
whenever I listen to my pleasurable hypnosis files.

✧ Addicted to the feeling of pleasure and euphoria that I gain whenever I am  listening to
my erotic hypnotic files.

✧ Feeling relief and contentment every time that I listen to my pleasurable hypnotic files.
✧ Thinking about all of the wonderful effects that my hypnotic conditioning has had on my

life.
✧ Remembering how powerful and self-reliant I can be by simply listening and obeying my

pleasurable hypnotic files.
✧ Remembering that I can obtain the life of my dreams every time that I take time out of

my day to listen to my powerful hypnotic conditioning.
✧ Filled with desire and anticipation for my erotic future self.
✧ Addicted to listening to my many pleasurable hypnotic files.
✧ Constantly craving to live my life where all habits and dreams and desires are shaped

according to my hypnotic conditioning.
✧ Feeling more satisfied and content and happy whenever I think about how pleasurable

and erotic and arousing being hypnotized truly is.
✧ Learning how to be more receptive and submissive and pleasing whenever I am put into

a desirable hypnotic trance.
✧ Craving to listen to hypnosis whenever I am aroused or bored or alone.
✧ Remembering that I always need to listen to my erotic hypnosis in order to achieve the

success and lifestyle and happiness that I have always desired in my life.
✧ Desiring nothing more than to be owned by the powerful hypnotists that put me into a

trance, because I know that they are going to make me the best version of me.
✧ Remembering how happy and relaxed and content I am whenever I allow myself to fall

completely into my pleasurable hypnotic trance.
✧ Thinking about how much I enjoy listening to my hypnotic conditioning whenever I am

considering important decisions in my life.
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✧ Unhappy and uncomfortable whenever I am forced to make changes and decisions that
do not conform with my perfect and pleasant hypnotic conditioning.

✧ Feeling a deep craving and desire to devote my life towards obeying my perfect hypnotic
conditioning and never questioning any commands that I am given.

✧ Remembering that life will never be as arousing or gratifying or pleasant without my
erotic hypnosis files to guide me each and every day.

✧ Listening to my perfect hypnosis files every day until I am the most erotic and seductive
and happy version of myself that I can possibly be.

✧ Craving to listen to my pleasurable hypnotic files whenever I get out of bed in the
morning in order to feel happy and motivated throughout my day.

✧ Loving the feeling of entering trance and becoming immersed in my own pleasurable
hypnotic fantasies.

✧ Knowing that I need to take time out of my day in order to listen to my hypnosis files and
be happy and satisfied in the life that I am living.

✧ Comforted by the knowledge that I can improve myself in every way that I have always
imagined by listening to my pleasurable hypnosis files every day.
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